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Asta is a young boy who dreams of becoming the greatest mage in the kingdom. Only one

problem-he can&#39;t use any magic! Luckily for Asta, he receives the incredibly rare five-leaf

clover grimoire that gives him the power of anti-magic. Can someone who can&#39;t use magic

really become the Wizard King? One thing&#39;s for sure-Asta will never give up! On the orders of

the Wizard King, Asta and his allies head to a mysterious dungeon to retrieve a powerful relic. When

mages from a rival country show up, however, this mission turns into an all-out battle. Can Asta lead

his team to the win?
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Our hero Asta has started his journey to become the Wizard King! What awaits him and his

companions while they protect the kingdom as Magic Knights?! Evil doers beware, no one who

hurts the innocent will escape the Black Bulls mighty judgment.I am so pumped especially since

Jump! is so far ahead of these chapters! Oh Oct. can't come fast enough! I'm glad that I also get to

see Yuno use some more of his magic skills!

I'll be honest, black clover Is no masterpiece by any extent. However, if you like Naruto and Fairy

tail, it's worth checking out if you don't take it too seriously, it's just a fun read. I hope things will flesh

out more and the story develops. Will be looking forward to volume 3!



Just got done reading the 2nd volume and so far I'm loving it. I love these type of stories where the

one who should be the weakest has found a way past their weakness to become strong. It's really

interesting seeing how the world is based on magic yet the protagonist appears to have none,

however he is physically strong and has a giant sword that cancels out other magic. Looking

forward to the third volume.

Black Clover 2 continues to build upon the legend of Asta and Yuno - the two 'street rats' who will

rise up in the ranks of wizards with both desiring to take the top position. The story is building

slowly, with Asta and Noelle trying to find their magic (or lack thereof) by doing assignments for the

Black Bull squad. There are the usual battles and surprises; I'm greatly reminded of Bleach with

every volume.Story: Asta's odd magic-negating sword is proving to be both an asset and a curse as

he learns to use it. But his courage and determination inspire those around him. So much so that he

will take notice of the magic emperor himself. Meanwhile, an assignment to find a lost treasure in a

newly discovered tomb turns into a 3-way race between the Black Bulls, the Golden Dawn squad,

and a foreign kingdom's magicians.The drawing is still fairly shakey - lacking the details that one

typically expects from a seasoned manga artist. Lines are very one-dimensional and background

details underwhelming. Certainly, the author/artist hasn't hit his stride yet and settled into the

characters by this second volume.The random fan service is kind of distracting (and not in the way

you'd think) - it's rather randomly placed and doesn't make a lot of sense for the characters. I would

have preferred less 'up dress angles' and 'gravity defying assets' - it just feels like someone is trying

too hard.There's not a lot of creativity here - magicians, tombs, grimoirs - the author doesn't stretch

much to create a world around which to base his characters. Even the magic system, based on

elements/nature, is rather trite.The story looks to have many places it can go and there is still a lot

of mystery to be explored. Hopefully, this will be more than 'monster/tomb of the week' to make it

worthwhile. Reviewed from an advance reader copy provided by the publisher.

Really enjoyed this action paced volume. The only problem I have with this volume is that it ends

rather abruptly. Typically it would be nice if each volume covers an arc.

I love this series. I can't wait till October 4 when the third volume is released. I like how the most

powerful is the one with no magic power at all.
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